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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with current state of the art in technology in the field of the six-component sensory system for the measurement of axial shiftings and angular displacements with application for the force-torque measurement, haptic interaction and their principles of activity. The paper is focused on the design of universal calibration equipment for the six-component force-torque sensors allowing the measurements of their parameters while the multi-component dynamic loading. This paper is focused on the design of the calibration equipment for the six-component force-torque sensors. There are introduced for the comparison two different types of calibration equipments. The first, known variant is destined for the calibration at static loading. The second, new variant, using the one-axis resistance strain gauges is destined for the measurements of the force-torque sensors and their components at both static and dynamic loading. The dynamic loading force is acting by the use of the pressing rods moved from the mechatronics, hydraulic or pneumatic actuators against the basic points of the squirrel cage of the calibration equipment in order to enable the measurement not only the static, but as well the dynamic characteristics of six-component sensor for more components simultaneously.

INTRODUCTION

The paper deals with current state of the art in technology in the field of the six-component sensory systems for the measurement of axial shiftings and angular displacements focused on problems connected with the design and calibration of six-component force-torque sensory systems. Described modular sensory system enables the six Degrees of Freedom sampling of micro-displacements for vibration measurement as well as the macro-displacements at static and dynamic loading of engineering constructions. The modularity of described six DoF sensory systems enables the tailoring of properties for the applications in robotics, human-machine interface and in assistive technologies such as:

Figure 1: Six-component force-torque transducer (from UTB Zlin)
Portable modular system for the six-component static and dynamic measurement in general anisotropic construction in 3-D space; Six-component detection of micro-elastic or macro-elastic deformation; Six-component force-torque sensors of various properties; Tactile sensors; Six-component joystick; Accelerometers; Dynamic weighing; Active compliant links; On-line checking of the dynamic activity of vehicles; Human-machine interface with the haptic interaction; Signature scanners for banking; Keyboards for blind people; Chaser systems for antiterrorist robots; Artificial limbs.

The substance of described sensory system is based on the shape of the 3D pyramid consisting of four edges created by light rays (respectively, walls of light planes from structured light). The intersection of the laser light rays is forming the apex of the pyramid. The (square) basis of the pyramid is created by means of the 2-D CCD (Charge Coupled Device) (or the PSD - Position Sensitive Device, or CMOS) array and is used like a floating coordinate frame \( x, y \). Intersection of four light rays with the 2-D CCD array in the basic parallel position between both two flanges results in a square shape with four light spots in the corners. Intersection of four light rays against the 2-D CCD array under acting of axial shiftings and angular displacements generally results in a trapezoidal position of the light spots. The light rays pyramid is coupled with the outer flange and the 2-D CCD array is coupled with the inner flange. The six DoF motion (three axial shiftings and three angular displacements) between two flanges is sampled by means of the unambiguous trapezoidal light spots position.

Simple modular construction enables low cost customization, according to the demanded properties: A -stiff module of two flanges connected by means of microelastic deformable medium; B -compliant module of two flanges connected by means of macroelastic deformable medium; C -the module of the 2-D CCD array; D -the module of insertion flange with basic light sources configuration and focusing optics; F -the module of the plane-focusing screen; H -the module of the optical member for the magnifying or reduction of the light spots configuration. The problem of the customization of six-DoF sensory systems according to the enhanced accuracy and operating frequency of scanning of the six-DoF information is possible to improve by means of the module of insertion flange with the configuration of light sources with strip diaphragms, creating the light planes with strip light spots and by means of the module of the single or segmented linear or annular CCD or PSD elements with higher operating frequency, respectively using the module of two, parallel CCD annulars with higher reliability.

The explanation of the activity of the force-torque transducer: Laser diodes 1 emit the light rays 2 creating the edges of a pyramid intersecting the plane of the 2-D CCD array, here alternatively the focusing screen 8 with light spots 3, see Figure 1. The unique light spots configuration changes under axial shifting and angular displacements between the inner flange 5 and the outer flange 6 connected by means of elastic deformable medium 7. An alternatively inserted optical member 9 (for the magnification of micro-movement, or the reduction of macro-movement) projects the light spots configuration from the focusing screen onto the 2-D CCD array 4. Four light rays simplify and enhance the accuracy of the algorithms for the evaluation of the six-DoF information.

The algorithms for the computation of three axial shiftings and three radial displacements values is based on the inverse transformation of the final trapezoidal position of four light spots related to the original square light spots position in the plane coordinate system \( X_{\text{CCD}}, Y_{\text{CCD}} \) on the 2-D CCD array. This algorithm determines the relative location and orientation of a floating 2-D coordinate system against a fixed 3-D coordinate system corresponding to the apex of the pyramid shape, or contrary. The information about three axial shiftings and three angular displacements is sampled and converted according to a calibration matrix to acting forces \( Fx, Fy, Fz \) and torques \( Mx, My, Mz \), creating the vector \( F = [Fx,Fy,Fz, Mx,My, Mz]^T \). The vector \( D = K \cdot F \) of axial shiftings and angular displacements on the output of the six-component sensor enables the evaluation of the vector \( F = K^{(1)} \odot D \), where the \( K \) is the characteristic matrix and the \( K^{(1)} \) is the compensation matrix. The calibration matrix describes the properties of the elastic deformable medium in the force-torque sensor. The aim of the calibration equipment is to determine the interference of every force-torque component to remaining components and to determine the linear part of the working characteristic.
THE DESIGN OF THE CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT FOR STATIC LOADING OF THE SIX-COMPONENT FORCE-TORQUE SENSORY SYSTEM

For the calibration of the six-component force-torque sensory systems are used two different types of calibration equipments, for the static loading and for the dynamic loading. The first, known variant is destined for static calibration of force-torque sensors according to design of the STU Bratislava. This calibration equipment consists of six independent loading corridors for every force-torque component separately, see Figure 2. Here the acting forces Fx, Fy, Fz and torques Mx, My, Mz, create the vector $F=[Fx,Fy,Fz,Mx,My,Mz]^T$.

![Figure 2: Calibration equipment for static loading (from STU Bratislava)](image)

The first variant of the calibration equipment destined for the static calibration which is sufficient mostly for force-torque sensory system with longer response time. Some elastic deformable medium in the force-torque sensory system are suitable only for the sampling of force-torque process with low frequency, because some materials of the elastic deformable medium interfere significant to remaining components.

![Figure 3: Calibration equipment for dynamic loading (from UTB Zlin)](image)
THE DESIGN OF THE CALIBRATION EQUIPMENT FOR DYNAMIC LOADING OF THE SIX-
COMPONENT FORCE-TORQUE SENSORY SYSTEM

Following is described the second new variant of the calibration equipment destined for
the sampling of the six-component force-torque sensors at dynamic loading from the UTB Zlin.
In this calibration equipment are used the one-axis resistance strain gauges for the
measurements of the force-torque components at both static and dynamic loading. The
dynamic force-torque loading is acting by the use of the pressing rods moved from the
mechatronic, hydraulic or pneumatic actuators against the basic points of the squirrel cage of
the calibration equipment. This enable the measurement not only the static, but as well the
dynamic characteristics of the six-component force-torque sensor for more components
simultaneously.

In Figure 3 is depicted the design of mechanical parts of the squirrel cage between
4. Grapple; 5. Contact surface of the force-torque acting; 6. Contact surface for the axial x,y,z
torque acting; 7. One-axis strain gauges unit for the axial x,y,z force acting; 8. Strain gauges
units for the angular torque acting.

![Figure 4: The emplacement of tensometric dynamometers on the arms](image)

In Figure 4 is depicted the design of the emplacement of tensometric dynamometers on
the arms: 1. One axis tensometric dynamometer; 2. The finger for the force acting in axes
x,y,z; 3. The bearing of the finger destined for the acting in axes x,y,z; 4. The needle shaped
rolling bearing creating the seating face of fingers causing the torque acting with rotation axis
x,y,z; 5. One axis tensometric dynamometer; 6. The finger for the torque acting with rotation
axis x,y,z; 7 Axial lever arm.

![Figure 5: The finger of the force acting in axes x,y,z](image)

In Figure 5 is depicted the design of the force acting in axes x,y,z: 1. The body of the
finger; 2. The rolling bullet; 3. The winding.

![Figure 6: The finger of the force transfer causing the torque](image)
In Figure 6 is depicted the design of the force transfer causing the torque: 1. The body of the finger; 2. Rotatively beared needle; 3. The winding.

![Diagram of force transfer](image)

Figure 7: The design of the grapple

In Figure 7 is depicted the design of the grapple: 1. Examined six-component force-torque sensor; 2. Firm part of the stiff cradle; 3. Detachable part of the stiff cradle; 4. The arm with rolling bullet and rotatively beared needles; 5. One axis tensometric dynamometer with rolling bullet; 6. One axis tensometric dynamometer with rotatively beared needles.

**CONCLUSION**

The design of universal calibration equipment for the six-component force-torque sensors is focused on simultaneous measurements of force-torque parameters for six degrees of freedom while the multi-component dynamic loading in order to determine the behavior of elastic deformable medium.

The modular design of six component sensory system for sampling of three axial shiftings and three angular displacements presented here enables easy customizing for a wide variety of applications. Various combinations of the modular components enable tailoring of the sensory system properties including the use of the haptic interface for applications such as: detection of microelastic or macroelastic deformation, active compliant links, multi-DoF hand controllers, signature scanners, keyboards for blind people, tactile sensors, and range finders-positioners. In general, this modular design concept allows:

- Maximization of service life because of ease of repair and the use of modular components for various types of sensors.
- Customization for a wide variety of design requirements. For example: various levels of resolution and operating frequency, enhanced demands for safety and reliability in space robotics and medical use, and low cost design for manufacturing.

In conclusion, many fields could benefit from the use of such a sensory system: robotics, telerobotics, and measurements in engineering constructions, intelligent automation, automotive and aerospace industry, medicine, defense and banking.
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